Citronella Shampoo

Melaleuca Shampoo

premium shampoo with nature’s
own fly repellent - Citronella.
This rich lathering, deep cleansing
shampoo will not only leave your
horse exceptionally clean, but also
free from flies. Citronella Shampoo
contains Citronella Oil, plus Sodium
Lauryl Sulphate and Aloe Vera
Concentrate, ensuring that this
potent formula is gentle on all skin
types.

elaleuca Shampoo is a
combination of pure
Australian Tea Tree Oil in a rich
soothing shampoo to promote
healthy skin, particularly when
the horse or pony is prone to
sensitivity. Also contains the
conditioners Aloe and Lanolin
for added shine to the mane and
the tail.

Available in 946ml and 3.8ltrs

Available in 946ml and 3.8ltrs

Equine Shampoo
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Sheath Cleaner

quine Shampoo combines
brilliant cleaning ability with
a gentle formula - at great value
for money.
Just mix 40ml with 5ltr of water
to produce a rich deep
cleansing lather. Clean the horse
from head to hoof, including the
mane and tail. It then rinses off
easily, to leave clean healthy skin
and coat.

he natural solution for thorough
cleaning and cleansing of
sensitive areas - the male’s horses
sheath, and between the teats of a
mare’s udder.

Available in 946ml and 3.8ltrs

Available in 473ml
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Super Groom Mane & Tail

Grooming Aids
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This specially pH balanced
formulation of Australian Tea Tree
Oil and gentle cleansers is ideal for
the routine washing and removal of
accumulated body oils and dirt.

Super Groom Plus

Waterless Grooming
fter washing the horse in
Equine America shampoo,
just spray on Super Groom
Mane and Tail Waterless
Grooming, and brush through
for a healthy, silky (not brittle),
tangle free finish.
The real alternative to silicon
based products.
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Available in 473ml

- Waterless Spray

emoves stains and highlights white markings producing show ring shine
without washing. Super Groom
Plus is a non-silicon, non-slip
non-static formula, making it an
ideal all over grooming aid.
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Available in 473m

Super Groom Whitening Shampoo
whitening and colour enhancing shampoo with optical brighteners, moisturisers and conditioners, that
naturally highlight and colour the coat. Super Groom Whitening Shampoo brings out the brilliance
in light coloured coats and leaves darker ones with a deeper lustrous look. Leaves any coat, regardless of
colour, soft, velvety, glistening and gleaming.
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Available in 473ml
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